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Abstract

Granger (1981) discovered that a linear combination of several non-stationary time
series could be stationary. Engle and Granger (1986) further formulated this problem
and called that feature as co-integration, signifying the common trending variable in
financial time series. As many financial variables exhibit co-integration, the works of
Granger have had a profound impact in financial economics and results in Nobel Prize
in Economics for Engle and Granger in 2003. Duan and Pliska (2004) are pioneers of
valuing options on co-integrated assets using GARCH models but the corresponding
pricing mechanism relies heavily on simulation. This paper investigates analytical
valuation of options on several co-integrated assets with volatility driven by multiple
stochastic factors. We start with the discrete-time error-correction equation of co-
integrated assets under a two-scale Heston and Nandi GARCH model. We derive
a closed-form solution to the joint characteristic function of log-asset prices so that
European exchange options on two integrated assets can be efficiently computed using
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). The diffusion limit of the discrete-time model becomes
a system of stochastic differential equations. The corresponding joint characteristic
function is shown to be an exponential affine form, which is related to the solution of a
system of ordinary differential equations. We solve the system of equations analytically
and conclude that using FFT to numerically compute exchange option prices on co-
integrated assets is also possible for the case of stochastic volatility.
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